
Tap the Keg	

 

                                       DRAFT BEERS 
 

Flight of Beer (Choice	of	4	beers,	5oz	glasses)     6.50 
 

Bud Light (Dilly, Dilly) Lager   ABV 4.2%    4.00
Bud Light is brewed using a blend of premium aroma hop varieties, both American-grown and imported, and a 
combination of barley malts and rice. Its superior drinkability and refreshing flavor makes it the world’s favorite light 
beer.
 

1911 Established, CIDER DONUT, LaFayette,  NY ABV 6.9%  4.00 
1911 Cider Donut hard cider is blended with brown sugar and spices to create the warm, toasty, “perfect fall” flavor of this 
favorite treat.


Yuengling Brewery, YUENGLING LAGER, Pottsville, PA. ABV 4,4% 4.00 
Famous for its rich amber color and medium-bodied flavor with roasted caramel malt for a subtle sweetness and a 
combination of cluster and cascade hops, this true original delivers a well-balanced taste with very distinct character. 
Born from a historic recipe that was resurrected in 1987, Yuengling Traditional Lager is a true classic.
 

Samuel Adams, WINTER LAGER, Boston, MA.   ABV  5.6%  IBU: 22 6.00 
German brewers were onto something centuries ago when they created rich bock beers for the winter. Our 
version is spiced with cinnamon, ginger, and orange peel for a deep flavor and malty finish that will warm 
you on a cold winter's night.


.	Sierra Nevada, CELEBRATION IPA, Chico, CA.  ABV  6.8%  IBU: 65                    6.00 
First brewed in 1981, Celebration Ale is one of the earliest examples of an American-style IPA and one of 
the few hop-forward holiday beers. Famous for its intense citrus and pine aromas, Celebration is bold and 
intense, featuring Cascade, Centennial and Chinook hops-honoring everything we have at Sierra Nevada.


Brown’s Brewing Co, OATMEAL STOUT, Troy, NY.  ABV 5.3%   IBU 20  6.00 
Classic English Stout earned Brown’s the prestigious gold medal at the World Beer Cup but that hasn’t 
prevented us from refining this defining brew into an approachable easy to drink, rich, and silky smooth 
glass of pure deliciousness. 
 

GOOSE ISLAND, IPA,  Chicago, IL. ABV  5.9%  IBU: 55     6.00 
IPA recalls a time when ales shipped from England to India were highly hopped to preserve their distinct 
taste during the long journey. The result is a hop lover’s dream with a fruity aroma, set off by a dry malt 
middle, and long hop finish.

Brooklyn Brewery, BROOKLYN BROWN ALE, Brooklyn,  NY.  ABV 5.6%  6.00 
Award-winning original American brown ale. A blend of six malts, some of them roasted, give this beer its deep russet-
brown color & complex malt flavor, fruity, smooth &  rich, with a caramel, chocolate & coffee background. A full-flavored 
but retains a smoothness and easy drinkability that has made it one of the most popular dark beers in the Northeast
 

Fiddlehead Brewing Co., FIDDLEHEAD IPA, Shelburne, VT.  ABV 6.2%  IBU 53  6.00 
Fiddlehead flagship IPA, A hop forward American IPA with mellow bitterness. Citrusy and 
Dank. Well Balanced.
 

Frog Alley, CAPTAIN ELLIS PORTER Schenectady, NY,. ABV 6.4% IBU: 40   6.00 
Dark in color, approaching black with ruby highlights due the generous use of English chocolate and 
crystal malts. The strong roasted note of the malt bill is balanced with US grown Warrior and Centennial 
hops.
 

Shock Top, BELGIAN WHITE St. Louis, MO. ABV 5.2% IBU: 10    6.00 
This spiced Belgian-style wheat ale is the pinnacle of refreshment brewed with real orange, lemon and lime 
peels for a smooth, citrusy finish. The beer that’s always down to chill — and be chilled 
 

STELLA ARTOIs Belgian. ABV 5.2%     6.00. 
This sophisticated Belgian beer has a well-balanced flavor profile — pleasantly bitter with a refreshing finish — that makes 
it extremely versatile and a great pairing for dishes from around the world. Originally brewed for the holidays, Stella 
Artois is a perfect gift for the beer lover.

BOTTLE BEERS 
 

Not Your Father’s Root Beer, ABV 5.9%  5.50 
Budweiser, ABV 5.0%  4.50 
Bud Light, ABV 4.2%  4.50 
Bud Lime, ABV 4.2%  4.50 
Coors Light, ABV 4.2%  5.50 
Corona, ABV 4.6%  5.50 
Corona Premier, ABV 4.0% (90 Cal, Low Carb) 5.50 
Heineken,  ABV 5.0%  5.50 

 

CANS 
 

White Claw Black Cherry 12oz, AVB 5.0%  5.50 
  

 
 

Heineken Light ABV 3.3%  5.50 
Labatt Blue , ABV 5.0%  4.50 
Michelob Ultra, ABV 4.2%  4.50 
Michelob Ultra Gold, ABV 3.8%  4.50 
Miller Lite, ABV 4.2%  4.50 
Sam Adams - Boston Lager, ABV 4.9%  5.50 
 

Omission Gluten Free, ABV 4.6%     5.50 
Labatt Non-Alcoholic, ABV 0.5%  4.50 
 
 
Guinness 14oz, ABV 4.2%  7.00 

  

HAPPY HOUR Wednesday, Thursday, Friday & Sunday, 4 to 7 pm $1 off all beers & appetizers at the bar 

Stony Creek –Big Cranky Double IPA, Branford, CT. ABV 9.5% IBU 95  8.00 
A Bold West Coast Double IPA, this is the crankiest of our IPAs. 7 different hops contribute complex and juicy 
hop character. Its dry finish allows the hops to stand out. At 9.5% ABV and 95 IBUs, while remarkably cranky, 
this beer is extraordinarily drinkable.

Samuel Adams, Summer Ale, Boston, MA.   ABV  5.3%  IBU: 7  6.00 
American citrus wheat ale is synonymous with summer. Our blend of orange, lemon& lime peels enhances 
the spicy, citrusy Hallertau Mittelfrüh Noble hops. Grains of paradise accent the crisp wheat character  with 
a subtle spice that finishes  clean. Iconic as it is refreshing, Summer Ale is just right for any summer day.

Belgian Pale Ales feature malt flavors like toasty, nutty and biscuity. Often fruitiness 
is present in moderate quantities. They're very balanced beers with no particular 
flavor being dominant.

Unified Press, Citizen Cider Middleburg VT,  ABV 5.2%   6.00 
Unified Press is Citizen Cider’s flagship cider that keeps you wondering where it’s been your whole life. This 
naturally gluten-free cider is an off-dry, crisp, clean and refreshing cider that keeps you coming back.

Sea Dog Brewing, Wild Blueberry Wheat Ale,Portsmouth, ME.  ABV 4.7%  3.00 
Features the nutty quench of a wheat ale combined with the delightful aromatics and subtle flavor contributed by 
Maine wild blueberries.… 

21st Amendment Brewery, Hell or High Watermelon Wheat Beer         3.00 
St. Louis, MO. ABV 4.9% IBU: 17                A classic American wheat beer using fresh watermelon. Straw-colored 
and refreshing with a kiss of watermelon aroma and flavor.

Sullivan’s Brewing Co, Maltings Irish Red Ale, Ireland.  ABV 5.2%  6.00 
It’s a refreshingly balanced, ruby tinted classic Irish ale with a depth of malt flavour giving rich biscuit 
and gentle caramel notes..

Adirondack Brewing Co, HOPE ALE, Lake George, NY.  ABV 4.5%  6.00 
Brewed	using	Passion	Fruit	to	give	it	a	pinkish	hue,	this	puree	and	tradi?onal	ale,	Adirondack	Brewery	produced	a	limited	release	ale	to	
help	raise	funds	to	support	the	Real	Men	Wear	Pink	program	of	American	Cancer	Society	

Shipyard Brewery, PUMPKINHEAD   Portland, MA,. ABV 4.6% IBU: 18        6.00 
Pumpkinhead is a crisp, refreshing wheat ale with delightful aromatics and subtle spice flavor. To celebrate 
the fall season, they enhance the pumpkin flavor with a proprietary blend of spices including cinnamon and 
nutmeg. Shipyard makes it available only through October..

Sierra Nevada, CELEBRATION IPA, Chico, CA.  ABV  6.8%  IBU: 65                               6.00
Blazing the path for American-style holiday IPAs beers, which are often spiced and sweet. Famous for its 
citrus and pine aromas, Celebration is bold and intense, featuring Cascade, Centennial and Chinook hops—
honoring everything to the holiday season.

Samuel Adams, WINTER LAGER, Boston, MA.   ABV  5.6%  IBU: 22 6.00 
When winter comes around it’s one of  Sam Adams favorite craft brews. It is bottom fermented brewed with 
noble hops and a tow-row malt blend and it has that warming spice profile that we look for in cold beers in 
winter.

Samuel Adams, OCTOBERFEST, Boston, MA.   ABV  5.3%  IBU: 16 6.00 
This classic märzen‘s caramel malt character is perfectly balanced by German Hallertau Mittelfrueh and Tettnang Tettnanger Noble hops. 
OctoberFest‘s roots stretch back to 1810, when a special beer was brewed to celebrate the Crown Prince‘s wedding in Munich.

New Belgium Brewing, Fat Tire Amber Ale, Ft Collins, CO. ABV  5.2%  IBU: 22    6.00 
Belgian Pale Ales feature malt flavors like toasty, nutty and biscuity. Often fruitiness is present in moderate quantities. 
They're very balanced beers with no particular flavor being dominant.

First brewed in 1981, Celebration Ale is one of the earliest examples of an American-style IPA and one of 
the few hop-forward holiday beers. Famous for its intense citrus and pine aromas, Celebration is bold and 
intense, featuring Cascade, Centennial and Chinook hops-honoring everything we have at Sierra Nevada.


